The Hire Effect™ | Accountability Baseline Project
Situation
Something important needs to be done and no one is owning it.
People do things that aren’t helpful.
Customers are confused about who their champion is and when.

Never know what’s
going on here!

Too busy, being pulled
in too many directions!

Can’t, my hands
are tied!

Need help!!!

Your people work well together in fits and starts. Are they the wrong
people? Is there something in the structure of your business that is
preventing them from being a high performing team? It can be very
confusing. You need them to be collaborating well to get what you need.

What do you do?
Should you reduce your goals and forget your dreams because you
don’t have a well-oiled machine?

Solution
Produce an Accountability Baseline for your team
Small business teams that are performing at the top of their game
capture the maximum amount of revenue by being on the same page:
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Knowing what the vision is
Who is responsible and accountable for what
When things need to get done
Know how to measure success

As the leader, the vision is your job and it’s a critical piece. Getting
everyone on the same page about who is responsible for what is hard.
Fortunately, The Hire Effect’s Accountability Baseline Project gathers and
aligns all the interpretations of roles, sets essential conversations in place,
and launches your team to utilize that hidden capacity you know your
team has. With The Hire Effect’s Accountability Baseline Project your team
will accomplish incredible things.

Testimonials
“The Hire Effect team set into place crystal clear roles. Everyone
felt empowered and responsible for important pieces of the vision
for my whole team. Wow!”
“I felt a bit lost when I was introduced to The Hire Effect team. Why wasn’t
I able to get my people working together smoothly? This project
catapulted us into a whole new realm of collaboration. Great stuff.”
Email us today for a conversation about what
this looks like and when you can get started:

Hello@TheHireEffect.com
TM

